1. **Fill in the blanks.**  
1. CSS stands for ______________
2. _______ style sheet is used on single line or element.
3. _______ CSS is applied on single document or on single page.
4. Underline is used in _______ property.
5. _______ property is used to control the fonts that have a common design.
6. _______ style sheet is applied when you want to make changes on multiple pages
7. _______ property helps to give spacing between the characters of text.
8. External style sheets are saved with _______ extension.
9. _______ property is used when user wants to add blank spaces around the content of an element.
10. _______ property is used to change the text into Bold.
11. The layout of multiple pages can be controlled by _______.
12. In each declaration, property & value are separated by ___.
13. Internal CSS is written inside the _______ tag within head section.
14. _______ file does not contain any HTML Tags.
15. A _____rule set contains a selector & a declaration block.

2. **State True or False.**  
1. Embedded style sheet is directly written in body section.
2. CSS styles are not used for styling the sheet.
3. Selector indicates the HTML element you want to style.
4. Inline style sheet is only used in the HTML start tag.
5. Color property changes the color of web pages.
6. Internal CSS is also known as embedded stylesheet.
7. Font-style property changes the text into italics.
8. <link> tag should be put in head section of webpages.
9. h1{color: cyan} changes the background color of the webpage to cyan.
10. Background-img property is to set an image as the background of your webpage.

3. **Solve the programs (5 marks each)**  
1. Create a webpage to display a highest level heading of blue color, font size 15px & underlined using Inline CSS.
2. Create a webpage to display a text “Advanced Web Designing” of font size 25px, italic with an overstrike using Internal CSS.
3. Create a webpage to display a paragraph set to margin left 20px, font family as Cambria, green background color & a smallest level heading aligned to the center with a solid border using External CSS.